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curve formed by the lines agrees with the bump observed at "^w=O.* MeV, but
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ABSTRACT:

12 120 122
The i rays produced in the reactions of 118 HeV C on Sn, Sn.

1 Te and 39.5 HeV He on Dy are investigated by using a sum

spectrometer, a single NaI(TD detector and Ge(Li):s. Different nuclei were

selected by setting gates on known transitions m the 6e(Li) spectra. The

second effective moment of inertia J is extracted and compared with

values from known discrete T rays as well as with the results from Cranked

Shell Model and a Cranked Nilsson Strutinsky calculations. The systematic! of

the i neutron orbital is investigated.

IHTBOOUCTIOH

During recent years, nuclei at nigh angular momentum have been studied

by nteans of conventional "discrete" spectroscopy e.g. with Compton-suppresssd

Ge(Li) detectors. Discrets states have now been measured up to 60 if

for the "superdeformed" nucleus Dy [11. Even if this kind of facility

wars improved, there would still be continuum -r-nyi, i.e. unresolved

T rays. Techniques exist to obtain information from the "continuum* i rays.

For example TT-enargy correlation experiments yield information on

0-6 MeV. then it must be lower in energy t h a n w h a t t h e C0(je
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the so called dynamical band moment of inertia JbamJ 121. which is a

measure of the moment of inertia within a band lnot defined elsewhere).

Another technique has been developed 13-11] which makes it

possible to determine a dynamic effective moment of inertia. Jeff.

which is related to the number of transitions per energy interval.

The method should be restricted to rotational nuclei. The underlying

assumptions are that the nucleus decays mainly by stretched E2 transitions,

and that the angular momentum varies more or less monotonically with

the rotational frequency. J . is a measure of the envelope of

the deexcitation path. and. in contrast to J. .. J ,, inc-

band eff

ludes transitions between bands. The difference between these two

quantities can be expressed thusly : J is a function of the

total angular momentum including alignment, while J. . is a

band

function of the total angular momentum minus the amount of angular

momentum due to alignment.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AHD PROCEDURES

The present experiment used three types of detectors. A sum spectrometer

consisting of five hexagonal NaI(Tl) detectors surrounding the target with

a solid angle of 76 Z of 41, a single hexagonal NaI(Tl) detector and

two Se(Li) detectors to identify the final nuclei. All the hexagonal

detectors had a length of 2SQ mm and sides of 46 mm. The single NaI(Tl)

detector was placed 32 cm away from the target, collimated with lead and

positioned at 55 degrees relative to the beam axis in order to eliminate

as much zs possible the angular distributions effects from AI=I and

41=2 transitions. The opening diameter was 5.6 cm (except during the run

with the Sn target where the opening diameter was 4.2 cm) corresponding

to a measured triggering efficiency in the range 0.23 to 0.25 Z. with an

energy threshold around 150 keV. The two Se(Li) detectors (UZ and 17.5Z-

efficiency) were positioned at about 90 degrees relative to the beam and at a
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of the unfolding procedure is not good enough or that the statistical devia-
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distance of approximately 15 cm from th» target.

120 2

Highly enriched and aluminium supported targets made of Sn (5.0 mg/cm ,

98 I) 122Sn. (3.5 mg/cm2.921) '2*Te (3.5 mg/cm2.92Z) (mylar backed)

and Dy (2.0 mg/cm .901) (self supporting) were used. The C and

the He beams were provided by the 225 cm cyclotron at the Research Institute

of Physics in Stockholm. An accepted event stored on magnetic tape consisted

of the energy from any of the Ge(LiIs, in coincidence with the single NaI(Tl)

IGi
detector and the sum-spectrometer, except for the run with the Dy target

where the signals of the Se(Li)"s were not demanded. Coincidence with the beam-

burst was also required in order to accept only prompt triple-coincidence

events. The data were sorted off line where gates were set on the discrete

peaks and pertinent backgrounds in the Ge(Li) spectra (cf. fig 1.).

The single NaI(Tl) energy and the distribution of the folds of the five ele-

ments in the sum-spectrometer were then sorted versus the total energy of the

sum-spectrometer (sum energy) in matrices. The elements of the sum-spectrometer

were calibrated using standard i-ray sources. A linear dependence of summed

pulse heights was observed up to 2.754 HeV ( Na). The linearity was assu-

med also at all higher energies of the sum-spectrometer. No correction for the

finite solid angle was made. An inclusion of the energy of the single NaI(Tl)

to the sum energy was made in order to get a more proper total energy. The

inclusion increased the total average sum energy by 10 to 15 percent in the

C beam runs. The NaI(Tl) energy, sum energy and fold - sum energy matrices

were summed and the pertinent background matrices subtracted.

The distributions of the folds yielded an estimate of how the multiplicity.

H. varied with the sum energy. However, to get a more accurate determination

of the average multiplicity ( <M> ) for a given reaction, an additional

experiment was performed for the Sn and the Te targets with a

detector arrangement more suitable for multiplicity determination than the

sum-spectrometer. The six NaI(Tl) detectors were removed. They were collimated

and arranged in a ring with the front of the detectors at *25 cm from

Pag* IT
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the target and at an angle of about 120 degrees with respect to the beam.

The pulse heights of the detectors were collected on magnetic tape whenever

one of tha Se(Li):s were in coincidence with one or more of the NaI(Tl)

detectors as well as in coincidence with the beam burst on the target.

The difference between the first estimate of the average multiplicity

and the more accurately measured values was not more than 20 percent in all

the cases.

For each of the runs with the different targets, the response functions

24 SO 137 207
were determined using Ha, Co, Cs and Bi-sources for the

single NaI(Tl). An "unfolding'-procedure was then applied to the in-beam

spectrum of the single NaI(Tl), yielding the unfolded spectrum S(E ).

The response functions for i rays with energies 0.569, 1.332 and 2.754 HeV are

shown in fig 2. The resulting photopeaks. after the unfolding procedure has

been applied, are displayed with squares. The unfolding is done by an itera-

tive subtraction of non-photopeak distribution, associated with what is assumed

to be a pure photopeak intensity at a given energy. The procedure starts at

the highest channel number (energy) in the spectrum and subtracts the corres-

ponding non-photopeak distribution. It continues with the next highest channel

number and repeats the subtraction, but with a new non-photopeak distribution,

and so on. After correction for the efficiency the final unfolded spectrum is

obtained. Systematic errors are introduced by the unfolding: i) The measured

photo efficiency has a few percent error, ii) There are deviations of the

non-photo-peak distribution assumed from the true one and iii) At the lowest

energies a random walk of the errors from the unfolding of the higher energies

creates an additional source of error for the final unfolded spectrum at low

energies.

A Se(Li) spectrum, two sum energy spectra and an "unfolded" NaI(Tl) spectrum

are shown in figs. Ia-Id. The Ge(Li) spectrum, in fig I.a was recorded in

IGl
the Dy(a.xn) reaction and was obtained in coincidence with total

T-ray energies larger than 4.8 MeV (fig. t.b). The spectra in figs. I.c
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and I.d were obtained by gating on the discrete 7 rays of Ba

observed in the Ge(Li) spectra.The gates put on the Ge(Li) spectra correspond

to the strongest observed discrete transitions, mostly in the yrast band.

These transitions are summarised in table 1. In this table are also given the

number of counts for each final nucleus found from the gates set upon the

Ge(Li) spectrum. The gates are not normalized, i.e. only the raw number of

coincidences (after subtraction of the background) are added to yield

the total number of counts, even though the efficiency varies as a function

of the gamma ray energy. The relative experimental intensities for the

final nuclei are normalized to Ba and Ce for the Sn target and

the Te target, respectively. The average multiplicity and energy in the

table refers to the average for the final nuclei, with the above selection

of gating transitions. For comparison values are also given in table 3 of

relative cross sections and average multiplicities, from a calculation with the

statistical evaporation code PACE. It is notable that the calculated relative

cross sections deviate strongly from the measured values. For example, one of

the four strangest reaction channels for the Sn target is measured to

128
be Ba (see tab. I.b.), while the calculation results in a almost neg-

lible intensity for Ba.

No removal of neutron effects in the NaI spectra were done. However, except for

the discrete gamma rays following neutron scattering on Na snd I, a

continous exponential gamma-ray energy distribution is expected and was

subtracted with the statistical gamma rays (see next section).

DETERMINATION OF J

Sates were set on the total if-ray energy E . The "unfolded"
sum

single NaI(Tl) spectra S(E ) obtained were normalized to the

mult ipl ici ty H .

I S(E IdE = H(E .AE)
J t t sum
0
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medium energy sum gate (7.2 MeV.16.5) (squares) and from a high energy sum
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where AE is the width of the gate. Subtraction of the statistical decay of

the nucleus, assuming pure dipole transitions, was performed by fitting the

equation :

KE 1) = IQ • E^
3 • exp (-Ê / T )

in the region 2.2 HeV <E < 5.0 HeV. Free parameters were the temperature T

and' the intensity I . The temperature T was found to be dependent on E
0 sun

î2
and varied between 0.4-0.7 HeV for the C reactions. The temperature had

a strong tendency to increase with increasing E . For some of the
sum

reactions with low intensities and associated large statistical fluctuations

a common temperature was used from a fit to the total collected

distribution of f-ray energies.

A rotational nucleus decays to a large extent by stretched E2 transitions

(i.e.AI-2). If then the statistical transitions can be subtracted, the

AI = 2 transitions remain. This implies that the number of transitions N

per unit angular momentum is approximately 0.5. Furthermore, /iw the rota-

tional frequency * E IZ and we may conclude :

dE da dE 2 dl d« *
T 1

The decay proceeds along many bands, and each level in a band is populated from

the very same band, from other bands and from statistical cooling. In order to

correct for this effect one may apply the feeding correction method [3] which

takes into account transitions from or within any band. The method requires

that the difference for the gates in a total energy spectrum is small and assu-

mes that on average the angular momentum varies monotonically with rotational

frequency. The gates on the sum energy are. in the cases with the lowest statis-

190 122
tics, rather wide, up to 3.8 HeV (for the target Sn 3.2 HeV. for Sn
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2.t HeV and for Te. 3.8 HeV) to be compared to an average sum energy

between 6.S and 9.5 HeV (see table i.b.). The width of the gates which are

the origin to the calculated J -curves was 3.0 MeV. The overlap between

two adjacent gates was in all cases less than SO Z. The difference in average

spin between two sum energy gates is kept small here, less than t 4\. The total

integrated intensity of the difference spectrum will then also less than 4 -ff.

The feeding will affect the spectra from 4fa«0.35 HeV and at higher frequen-

cies (see fig. I.e-f). However, a pragmatic approach has been used in the

present article: If the resulting J curves does not differ much, using

different average sumenergies and different widths, the values are thrustwort-

hy. The influence of different widths of the sum energy gates has been inves-

130 128
tigated. utilizing the cases with high statistics ( Ce and Ba). No

great differences are observed. The intensity of the final J curve is

affected with up to +/-202, but the qualitative features are the same. Furt-

hermore, the method is based upon the fact that, in the feeding correction

region, most of the transitions are stretched quadrupoles. An angular dist-

ribution of each of the individual reaction channels could have proved that,

but was not done in the present experiment. Instead we rely on the results

from the calculations, which suggest that the nuclei investigated show a rota-

tional behaviour at high frequencies (table K and 5). These include pairing

effects at low spin or ignore the pairing at spins where the pairing effects

are expected to be small.

The low number of good events for some of the reaction channels is a source

for statistical spread. Error bars associated with a standard deviation in the

'raw' spectras are calculated utilizing Honte-Carlo methods, i.e. assuming a

Gaussian spread equal to the square-root of the number of counts in any channel

of the spectrum. A random number is generated, and from that number a value of

the deviation from the original content of the channel is calculated, following

a Saussian distribution. This deviation is added to the content of the channel.

Each channel is treated in the same fashion using a unique random number for

«21
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each channel, and all procedures for obtaining J ff-values are applied, to

generate a new set of J -values. By repeating this generation of different

sets of J ,-values many i?->es, the spread in the J -values is obtained.
eff eTf

Different methods of achieving the final values, concerning the background

subtraction of the statistical T rays (see above), have been used. A common

and fixed temperature is used in figs. 3 anj G1 while in figs. 4 and 9 an indi-

vidual temperature is fitted to each unfolded NaI(TlI spectrum. It can be dedu-

ced from a comparison of the error bars between figs. 3 and 4. that an indivi-

dual fit of the temperature increases the errors substantially. Systematic er-

rors may also be introduced by different selections of fitting regions and other

values of the parameters (efficiencies, compton shape, single-escape peak etc.)

for the unfolding code. However, no estimates are presently done.

Using the methods described above the error bars for the most sensitive cases

126
are calculated. The largest errors are expected for the reaction Ba using

j 20
the Sn target associated with the lowest number of good events. The reactions

with the next lowest statistics are Ce and Bat Te) with comparable

126
number of events (a factor two higher than for Ba) and with approximately

a square root of two smaller error bars. A calculation exists also for Xe,

with still smaller error bars, which shows the trends in the associated errors

to the J ,-values with the number of counts.

TO CALCULATE J(*'

A calculation of the values of J has been made and compared

with experimental values from previous experiments (ref. 3-11). The theore-

tical values were obtained using a Nilsson-Strutinsky model [12]. Pairing

was not included in the calculation, and only the yrast sequencies were con-

sidered. No weighting factors were introduced for these sequencies. Even with

the simplifications stated above some agreement were achieved in the inter-

mediate frequency range. The disagreement observed at high rotational frequen-

cy may be explained by the yrast sequence not being populated to a very high

Page 22
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extent at that frequency. Instead the decay proceeds mainly through more col-

lective configurations higher in energy. Furthermore, different effects in

nuclei that occur at the same frequency can have different amplitudes of

3 . A "backbend* gives rise to some additional transitions in a small

energy interval. Feeding to another band may also increase the number of

transitions in a small energy interval, or less collective bands may by coin-

cidence have many transitions quite close in T-ray energies. The amplitude

of J at any frequency will then be a function of the initial population

of the bands and the transition probability.

Qualitatively comparisons have also been made [5-7,11] between experimental

data and calculations based on the cranked-shell model [13]. This give infor-

mation about the major configuration which play a role in J

as a function of the rotational frequency, but her» also ambiguities

can arise.

To better understand the expérimental data, it is necessary to do more

extensive calculations. The complications discussed above suggest that

the calculations should take into account all bands, or if this is to

difficult, the calculations must consider as many bands as possible

and follow the whole t decay to the ground state. Following this

procedure a better agreement between the experimental and calculated

J ff - values should be obtained.

THE THEORETICAL PROCEDURES

In this work two different codes were used in order to find out what Kilsson

orbitals are occupied at a given rotational frequency ho and what particles

align when ha increases. For low Am (below 0.5 HeV) a Cranked Shell Hodel

(CSHI calculation [13] was carried out. The deformation and pairing parameters

for the calculation came from an optional calculation with the code 6EHITZ [12]

(see below) which minimized the total energy, and took proper account of the

pairing, with respect to these parameters at spin zero. Only the Hilsson para-
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meters for the different shells were fixed in the SENITZ-calculation. The re-

sults of the CSM calculation are presented in table 4.

For higher frequencies or for a total angular momentum larger than «20 4)

a cranked Nilsson Strutinsky code GENITZ has been used. In this code

the pairing forces for these "high spins* are omitted. The code removes

artificially the virtual "crossings" between the orbitals. It can therefore

follow and identify the orbitals to high spins. The lowest state with the

associated deformation parameters e , c (the hexadecapole deforma-

tion) and t can be found, by minimizing with respect to the total energy

of the system. For some of the nuclei the yrast states were expected to be

collective in some regions of spins, but the calculation resulted in uncol-

lective yrast states. In these cases the attention was instead focused

on the lowest collective state, which often was the second lowest state,

approximately 0.5-1.0 HeV higher than the yrast state. These collective states

remained at the same shape for a wide range of spins for all the possible combi-

nations of different sets of parity and signature. Two major shapes were found

to be sufficient to describe most of the yrast collective states up to spin

40 4» (see table 2). The one that was closest to the yrast line at the lower

spin region was in all cases found to be more or less triaxial. except for

126

Ba. The collective states, in the region where the states of the con-

figuration with a more deformed shape comes down in energy, have very high
126

energies compared to the yrast states in 8a. These yrast states are

connected with an uncollective rotation of a prolate shape. The other shape

corresponds to a larger deformation (e =0.33 and Tf=O (except for Xe

where 1=15)1 and was found to become yrast above 25 Jd for Ce and «5 /

for Xe with intermediate values of the total angular momentum for the

barium isotopes.

In order to be able to compare the theoretical calculations (i.e. the calcu-

lated states associated with the above collective calculated shapes) with

the experimental quantity J a code [10.H] was developed. This code

Page 24
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applies Honte-Carlo techniques to toe decay of the nucleus from an initial

state, of energy E and total angular momentum I . to the ground state.

The initial state was selected randomly with a Gaussian distribution

centered at 6.0 HeV above the yrast state and with a standard deviation

of 1.5 HeV. The initial spin was 30 +/-8 -fi. also gaussian-distributed. Other

distributions were tested, for example a triangular spindistribution. Negligib-

le differences were observed in the final J curves. However, the energy

range of the feeding corrected spectra was found to be dependent on the frac-

tion of high spins in the initial distribution.

The decay preceded from the initial state to the accessible states. Those

states were given from the calculations described above, from the known level

scheme and from a set of continuum states 2.0 HeV above the yrast line. The

limit of 2.0 HeV was somewhat arbitrarily choosen. but that is where the level

density is expected to be sufficiently high for treating the levels as a con-

tinuum. The calculated states were adjusted to the known yrast state with the

highest energy. No artificial backbending was seen to be caused by this adjust-

ment, the sane smooth dependence of transition energies was found in the known

scheme as in the calculated bands in the total energy and spin region of the

adjustment. An enhanced transition rate of 100 Weisskopf units (W.u.) was

assigned to transitions within a rotational band. Hultipoles of higher order

than quadropoles were neglected. The transition rates for H1.E1.H2 and E2 were

take to be 0.01,0.00003.0.02 and 6.5 U.u.. respectively. The T rays generated

from the decay were isotropically distributed i.e. the angular dependence was

not considered. The fixed geometry of the sum spectrometer was introduced in

the code. Then the possible interactions of the ^ rays in the sum spectrometer

and the resulting response [ U ] . i.e. the sum of pulse heights, of the sum

spectrometer was stored on disk together with the number of •» rays emitted

from the cascade as well as the energies of the individual t rays. These

simulated values correspond to sum energy, I to the sum energy pertinent) <H>

and the unfolded energies of the single NaI(Tl) detector (for a fixed sum ener-
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gy and <H>). This procedure was repeated a few thousand times. The calculated

J -curves are obtained after applying the methods described in the

section above to the simulated set of cascades.

The main differences between this calculation and the calculation in ref. 4.

are that the latter obtain the final J -curves from an average with

equal weight of the four yrast states (• or - parity or a signature equal to

0 or I)1 the feeding to the yrast lines are not considered and, in our

calculation, some states (mainly collective ones) are selected. The results are

discussed separately for the different nuclei in the sections below.

124
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF Xe

Following the procedures outlined in the foregoing sections, the expérimenta''

J * curves for Xe were obtained lfig 3.and 4). as a function of

the rotational frequency htv. The circles and the squares, respectively, are

from gates at two different total T-ray energies. The error bars connected

with the circles represent one standard deviation from a Honte Carlo calcu-

lation of the pure statistical errors, see ref.6. The average sum energy and

the multiplicity <M> associated with these J -spectra are

(8.4 HeV,19) and (9.7 MeV.22). The gates are 4.5 HeV wide in order to

have enough statistics. Honte-Carlo calculations have been performed using

different widths of the gates: It was found that a large width did not

change the features of the spectra, but did change the average amplitudes

of J by up to ZSl. compared with a more narrow gate (<1.0 HeV). The

arrows indicate where a backbend is seen to occur [15,17]. The two solid

lines (not the line connecting the squares) in fig 4 is from a calculation

using the known discrete states from ref. 16 and the calculated extension of

the yr= collective bands as described in the section above. Even though

only the states up to 10 (which is below the first backbend) were used

in the calculation, the agreement is very good without using the additional

transitions up to 18 and the transitions in the sidebands from ref.17. The

References:
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line with a lower amplitude when 4m > 0.5 MeV is from a lower gate on the

sum energy 18.4 HeV.<H>=1T) than the other (H.5 MeV.22) with a width of 3.0

MeV. The somewhat greater difference of the multiplicities in the calcula-

tions compared to the values of the experimental gates more clearly shows the

trends of J with the multiplicity.

At lower rotational frequencies the calculated J are the same

within the statistical accuracy for both gatas. The low multiplicity found,

compared to the experimental multiplicity associated with the high gate

on the sum energy, is believed to result essentially from two effects:

i) In the code the probability for high energy t rays of dipole character

at high total energies may be too high. It is possible to get a lower proba-

bility for those, but such a correction will introduce free parameters that

have to be adjusted, for example the EI transition strength and the level density.

The simplicity of the model will then be destroyed, ii) The code gives too

high probabilities for photopeak events at t energies above a few HeV [ U ] .

Hence the code gives too large sum energy.

Looking at the qualitative behaviour of the experimental J , curves,

there are two peaks below HÎiu=0.3 HeV which can easily be attributed to the

transitions: 2 -0 and * -2 in Xe. The background is probably

from other law energy transitions from low angular momentum states, for example

transitions in the lower part of the known quasi-f-band and from dipole or

unstretched transitions. Concerning the behaviour at higher frequencies, two

"bumps* .i.e. broad peaks, can be seen at -ffw=0.* and D.6 MeV. An increase

can also be seen around -*fiB*0.7B HeV, but is only observed for the highest

sum energy gate. The bump and the increase at the highest frequencies are

not resolved for sum energy gates below an average sum energy of 9.0 HeV.

It implies that J is really a dynamic quantity (see ref.10). When

comparing the squares with the calculated values (the solid lines) in fig. *..

there is good agreement at low frequencies, which is the result of the

discrete transitions included in the calculation. At the upper part, the

13. R. Bengtsson and S. Frauendorf. Hucl. Phys. A32711979) 139.
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curve formed by the lines agrees with the bump observed at *fi>ë=Q.l HeV. but

decreases much more after ^u=O.*7 HeV. The calculated peak at 4fiu*0.67

is higher in frequency than the experimental one atffw=0.6 MeV and with a

much smaller value of J ... but grows with increasing multiplicity. The

too low amplitudes are probably a result of unsucesseful correction for the

feeding. It could be due to some unrealistic intensity in the higher part of

the feeding spectrum, for example from the earlier mentioned exaggerated pro-

bability for high-energy dipole i ray emission, that enhanced the feeding

into the highest spins of the yrast band or that the states supplied by 6ENITZ

are not too realistic above 4WsO.W HeV.

The bump at 0.4 HeV in the spectra can be ascribed to the alignment of

both h protons and h neutrons, as the CSH-calculations

indicate, see table *. The next bump at 0.57 HeV could be interpreted in the

framework of the GEHITZ-calculation as caused by an intruder i,,.- orbital

from the Nilsson H=6 shell coming down below the Fermi-surface. In table S1

selected configurations involved in creating possible 'bumps* are listed.

The bands are followed from state to state in order to see how and

where they are deexcited. with respect to the rotational frequency.

If there are more than three transitions with approximately the same

energies spread out over 10-15 units of spin and close to the yrast line,

the responsible configurations are selected. Possible contributions from

configurations other than those which create the two selected shapes

in the calculation of the t-ray cascade is then in this manner investigated.

In this nucleus another candidate for the experimental bump around 0.6 HeV

would then be the change from triaxility to other shapes in the deexci-

tation path. But if the total energy of the very deformed prolate shape is

lowered, i.e. subtracting a constant energy from the energy of the

associated states, the cascade calculation will increase the intensity

of the bump at 0.67 HeV. This may indicate that if it really is the

very deformed shape which is responsible for the experimental bump around

i J. H. Ferf. C. Hichel. J. Steyaert and J. Vervier.
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0.6 MeV. then it must be lower in energy than what the code 6ENITZ suggests.

However, other possibilities should not be excluded as to the origin of "bumps"

at hi$h frequencies. Uncoliective behaviour may cause a large number of

•f rays in a narrow frequency region, for example see tab. 5., where the four and

five neutron h -configuration with 2fl**O-5O degrees is calculated to

cause bumps at high freqtfïcies for the J curve of Xe.

Furthermore, the change from triaxiality does not give rise to a clear bump

around hw=0.6 HeV. The increase observed in the high-energy gate above h«t=0.7 HeV

could bt dwa io Çu\-th«r
occupation of the neutron * - , , . , o r b i t a l s .

126
RESULTS AHD DISCUSSION OF Ba

The 3 curves from two d i f f e r e n t r e a c t i o n s , the Sn and 6n emission,
e f f

126
t h a t l e a d t o Ba a r e shown i n f i g 5 . C i r c l e s ( 9 . 6 HeV 1 19 .6 ) cor respond

120
t o t h e 6 n - r e a c t i o n w i t h Sn as t a r g e t , s q u a r e s ( 7 . 2 H e V , 1 6 . 6 ) t o an Bn-

122
reaction from the Sn-target. Here the peaks below the bump >ff«t=O. 4 HeV

are essentially due to known discrete transitions like those as in Xe.

(2)
Above this frequency a dip in the J values can be seen for the 6n

reaction, but not as clearly as for the Bn reaction. If one may elaborate on

this difference, it may be due to the emission of two more neutrons for the Bn

126
reaction would leave the resulting Ba nucleus at lower spin but still

with a high total energy [18]. It can be possible that a gate with the same

126
total energy in the different reactions, and with Ba as final nucleus,

results in a few units lower spin for the Sn-target and an associated

relatively higher number of statistical transitions. This is confirmed by a

calculation using the code PACE [19] of the statistical evaporation of -f rays

and particles in these reactions. The results from the calculation are sum-

marized in table 3. The average multiplicity given in the same table (to be

compared with the measured multiplicities in table I.b.) for the Bn-reaction

126
channel in the t-ray decay of Ba is also higher than for the 6n channel

which supports the above ideas. Still, it can not be excluded that reliability
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of the unfolding procedure is not sood enough or that the statistical devia-

tions are very large, hence the differences are not very significant. However.

the observed qualitative features persist and are enhanced with a higher sum

126
energy-gate a can be seen in fig 6 (which displays the data on Ba

from the Sn-target), where two bumps show up at 4Sa=O-I and <rfw=0 . 62 .

The intensity of the latter one is increased when setting a higher gate on the

sum energy. The calculated J curve is displayed as a solid line in

figure 7. and corresponds to <N>=19 and a sum energy of 13.4 HeV. The reason

to the all over too low values is presently not understood. One explanation

may once again be unsucessful correction for the feeding. The features of this

curve are the same as in the experimental one, which is also the same as the

curve obtained for a high energy gate in fig. 6. The peaks would, in the Cran-

ked Shell Model calculation, and in the framework of the cranked Nilsson Stru-

tinsky model, once again originate from alignment of h protons , ̂

neutrons and from alignment of the intruder i neutron. The Nilsson-

labeling of the h -orbitals of interest is shown in table 4 and the

labeling of the different orbitals creating the bands that cause the bunching

of Y-transitions in the spectra are found in table 5. For comparison the

two observed backbends [20] are shown in fig.S, is indicated by the two arrows

around ̂ a=O.t. For further comparison are also displayed the .^«asured values

of 3 (diamonds), as obtained from the ft-energy correlations

[21], which show the same trends as J with respect to hi». The

increase for all three curves just below -fîw=D.6 HeV should be noticed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF 127Ba

Figure 8 shows the results for Ba from the C( Sn.7n) reaction.

The squares connected with a solid line and the circles are obtained with

sum energy gates at an average energy and a corresponding multiplicity of

[7.2 MeV,16.5) and (10.* MeV.25.5). respectively. The information to be extracted

from this figure is in the bump around ^«=0.55 HeV. Calculations predict

a strong bump around "rfv=0.6 which originates from a shape change and align-

ment ; e is increased from 0.18 to 0.33 with a change in ? from -10

128.130
to 1 degree. A similar shape change has been reported for Ba [22].

These shapes are. for example, for a configuration of neutrons and protons

with a positive parity and »1/2 total signature states based on the neutron

configurations <n,)/2>
 a"d ° n 1 1 ^ 2

1 ( f
T / 2 * n 9 / z' •

The latter changes after a few units of spin. Another neutron is excited

from the mixed ' f
7 /, *

 h _ / - l "
o r b i t a l to the (i !-orbital.

but the shape remains the same. The difference in frequencies found.

for initial populating of the i -orbital, between the calculation and

the experimental value of the bump is not fully understood, but can

be due to a systematic effect in the calculations. A too high rotational

frequency needed to immerse the i -orbitals below the fermi-

surface will increase the calculated frequency of the bump. See also

126
Ba. where the calculation shows the same trend.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF

for B a i* obtained and displayed in fig 9. The circles

{10 MeV.20.S) connected with a solid line correspond to the ( Se.cttn)-

reaction. the squares (7.2 HeV.16.51 show data from the <122Sn.6n)-reaction

and the diamonds connected with another solid line show the measured

values of Jband 122] • The t»iree arrows indicate the frequencies of pro-
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bable alignments. The first one is from discrete f-ray spectroscopy [23] (up

to a frequency around "fîw=Û.45) and the two upper arrows are from "fil-

lings in the valley" from fr-energy correlations, which could originate

128
from backbends in Ba. When comparing the two different reactions

128
leading to f emission following from the same final Ba nucleus some

differences are found:

a) There is some extra intensity for the ( Te.a4n)-reaction

around-f!«=0.22 HeV which is presently not understood.The major cont-

ribution at the lowest rotational frequency is expected to be a discrete

transition in the yrast band, here the 4 -2 transition with

-fi«*0.24 HeV.

(2)
b I There is a large peak in the 3 -values of the 6n-reaction at 'flu* 0.4*

that is observed for all gates except for the lowest ones. The statistical

uncertainty of the { Te.tna) reaction is given in the figure. The asso-

ciated error bars should be approximately half those of the other reaction,

while the gates contains about four times as many counts, see tab. I.b. This

peak is missing as a distinct peak in the t Sn.Bn)-reaction, while

there is a plateau in the frequence range-Kw=O.4-0.5. This may be due to

another way of populating the bsnds for the different reaction and indeed the

statistical evaporation code does give a very different initial spin-

distribution for the two reactions, see table 3.

c) The small increase after the minima at -TTw=O.64 is more clear in the

6n-reaction and even more pronounced «t higher gates on the sum energy.

The J f dependence on the rotational frequency can schematically be

described as follows: Below 4Iu= 0.45. discrete transitions give rise to the

narrow peaks, a plateau at-TTw=O.44-0.52 and a small bump at-rfw=0.6 HeV.

The latter is clearly distinguished in both reactions and is again

more clearly pronounced with higher energy gates in the sum spectrum.

The theoretical calculation performed of J . is shown in

fig. 10. (the solid line). In this figure the experimental results from a

TABLE t.
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medium energy sum gate (7.2 HeV.IB.5) (squares) and from a high energy sum

gate (B.B HeV1ZO.1) (filled squares) from the Sn reaction are shown for

comparison. A reasonable interpretation of the structure is that the plateau

results from the h protons and/or neutrons alignments (see table
11/2

4). Still, it can not from the data presented here or elsewhere [22-24]

exclusively be determined if it is both types of nucléons that gives rise

to the plateau.

The bump higher up could be due to a change of configuration to one with a

neutron occupying the lowest i -orbital as reported in [22], or a

change of rotational mode with decreasing rotational frequencies from prolate

to triaxialty (see table 5). It can not from the calculation be excluded that

the bump could be caused by a change from an oblate configuration to a triaxal

configuration, which would give rise to a bump around -ff»=0.57. Furthermore.

the frequency for the initial occupation of the i -orbitals is also

ambiguous, but from the systematics of the two other bariums and from

Xe it is more probable that it would occur around<f*=0.6 HeV. The calc-

ulated frequency is around rf«=0.57 HeV. Another explanation of high values

of J in this frequency region is that the triaxial configuration is

occupied, but that does not seem too likely because it is higher up

in energy compared to th« prolate one and is only acceptably low

in one combination of parities and signatures.

129-131
RESULTS AHD FURTHER DISCUSSION Of £e_

The data from the cerium-isotopes with N=TI and N=73 are presented in figure

11. The circles ((6.7 HeV 1U) for unfilled circles and (10.6 HeV,20.4) for fil-

led circles, respectively) and squares (8.6 HeV.17.1) indicate the measured

values of Ĵ  for Ce and Ce respectively. The three arrows show

the frequencies of the alignments in Ce seen in discrete spectroscopy

[25] and in measurements of continuum T fays [26.27]. These nuclei could

give information about the origin the bump seen in the J ,,-curve

TA
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«round -rfw=0.5 MeV in ' 3 Ce t6] (published by the authors), which is obser-

ved for gates on the sum energy in the region 10 to IS HeV. The reason why

this bump is not clearly seen in other sum energy regions is probably due to dif-

ferent deexcitation paths. It was interpreted as being caused by "•»,.,, back-

bend, i.e. a pair of h neutron orbitals is calculated to cross the Fermi-

surface at that frequency. Discrete spectroscopy has been done in these odd

cerium-isotopes t28] up to around spin 25 4) and no secondary crossing of bands

130
has been observed. If the neutrons cause this crossing in Ce then an

h orbit should be occupied by the single neutron in the neighbouring

odd cerium isotopes, and hence the lowest h orbit is blocked. This would

increase the energy needed from the cranking in order to occupy the lowest

h -orbitals and spread out the possible alignment of particles that occu-

py this orbital. If figure 11 is inspected, there is no bump seen around

"IW=O-S HeV, which could indicate a neutron origin of the second alignment in

Ce. Hore pronounced is the broad bump around<fi*sO.6. seen in both odd

cerium isotopes. The presumed origin of this bump is the alignment of i

neutrons corresponding to a large deformation with e »0.35 and -j»Q.

130
Further calculations have been done on Ce and are presented in

figure 12 as solid lines and elsewhere [10]. The line with higher amplitude

above 4i»=0.*5 corresponds to <H>=22 and the other to <H>=t5, Once again

only two configurations have been selected, and the discrete transitions

from yrast band are included for the calculation of J . The result

differs from the experimental data around 4îu=0.5 HeV where the afore

mentioned bump was reported. This could indicate that more configurations

are needed. The low amplitude for one of the lines is probably once again

a result of unsucesseful correction for the feeding.

RESULTS ANO DISCUSStOH OF '62Er

The experimental values of J for Er in fig.13 have been

obtained in a somewhat different way compared to the other curves of

r

IL
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• Thus the values have not been obtained by setting gates on the

discrete i transitions in Er observed in the Ge(LiI spectra, but the

selection is only obtained by gating on the sum energy. Figure ta. shows a

Ge(Li) spectrum corresponding to a gate set on the high energy tail of

the sum energy distribution. All the large peaks shown in figure Ia belong

162 • •
to transitions in Er. the largest one is the 4 -2 transition. The

161
arrows mark known transitions in Er.

The circles in fig.13 indicate values of Jfiff obtained with sum

energy gates in the same high energy tail. The triangles and squares

are obtained with gates on medium and low sum energy. The features of the

three different J .. curves are the same: The peaks below ̂ »=0.3 HeV1

which can be accounted for by the known discrete transitions between states

below 1=20 4 [29], the bump at ̂ w=0.41 HeV and an increase of 3

at still higher frequencies. The difference in J values between

the curves is probably due to the large errors in the determination

of the multiplicity.

A CSH calculation has been performed t13] using the deformation e =0.25

and °r*0 obtained from a standard Nilsson Strutinski plus BCS

calculation. The low energy bump at 4t«=0.2B HeV can be assigned

to the [642] 5/2 Hilsson neutron alignment. The calculated frequency

is4iw*0.23 HeV. which is a 0.05 HeV lower than the experimental

values of the crossing frequency. The bump at I1In)=O. 41 could

be due to alignment of the [523] 7/2 proton (predicted at 4fas0.40)

or the [521] 3/2 neutron orbit (predicted at<rfw=0.49). but the latter

is ruled out because of the predicted higher crossing frequency in the

calculations and because of the systematics for Er [30] where a

possible neutron alignment is blocked around these frequencies.

However to have a possibility to see the alignment of the [523] 7/2 proton

orbit, which is expected to occur around 25 h. it is nescessary to populate

the nucleus up to spin 30 4Î. This (a.3n) reaction is from a semiclassical
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calculation expected to give an upper limit of spin of about 2 0 ^ . which is

much lower than the needed 30 units of spin. More accurate calculations have

been performed with the statistical evaporation code PACE [19]. The standard

parameters choosen are the following : a - the level density parameter was

made to be dependent on the mass number A as a=A/T.5, & - the pairing

was taken to be independent of the spin and equal to the mass difference

between the odd-even and the even-even nuclei. It means that the level densi-

ties were calculated with the above shift for an odd-even nucleus and giving

rise to a much higher level density at the same energy above the yrast line in

the neighbouring odd-even nuclei. The transition rates for El.H1.E2 and H2 were

taken to be 0.005.0.01.6.0 and 0.01. U.u.. Transitions within a band were set

equal to 100 H.u.. An adjustment of the yrast line to the measured values

in this region was also done. These parameters imply essentially a sharp

cutoff at the upper part of the spin-distribution :

P(H = l/(1*«xp(-(I-Io)/D)

where D is the diffuseness parameter. I is the total angular momentum

and P(I) is the unnormalized distribution. The standard value of D was

0.3 as expected from an optical calculation. However, still very little is

known about what values D is expected to adopt in this reaction. By varying

this value towards a more diffuse distribution, i.e. larger 0. which may

have same physical motivation, some intensity was obtained above 1=20 4 .

In table 3 the result from a calculation using different diffuseness parame-

ters is shown, and important measurable parameters that are affected are

included. These are the average multiplicity, spin and the intensities in the

upper tail of the spin distribution. To fullfill the above condition D must be

larger than a few units of •H and does then not affect the average multipli-

city very much. Another contribution for the high spins needed could be a

preequilibrium effect in the reaction, which must probably be included to

explain the deviations from the measurements of the relative cross sections in
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the C reaction. Possibly, further experiments will confirm the reliabi-

lity of the alignment around Hfai=0.* HeV observed herein.

SYSTEHATICS OF THE NEUTROH I.,., ORBITAL

The data presented surveys the occupation of the neutron l.j.,

orbital in N=70-73 in xenon, bariums and ceriums. Calculations have also

been performed for other nuclei in this region. Lighter barium e.g.

' Ba show no secondary minimum with large prolate deformation

below spin 50 -(f . In Xe there is a minimum with e =0.3 and

-f~10 which becomes yrast below spin 50. This shape is not built on

an i neutron but evolves above spin SQ to occupy this orbital.

These nuclei are N=SS.68 isotones. On the other hand, calculations

and experiments performed for N=Tt barium and cerium isotones

show that the neutron i orbital is occupied at lower spins.

For example in Ce this associated shape is yrast around

spin 30 -ff" (311. From YY-energy correlations in Ba [22]

it is proposed that this orbital is occupied at rather low spins.

The energy of these configurations creating large deformations is

(in the same reference) calculated to be at optimum, relative to the

minima of less deformed shapes, around Z=SO and N=72. The present study

investigates the onset of the occupation of this prolate secondary

«inimutn. There ara evidences for all nuclei studied that this

configuration is quite close to yrast below spin 40 Wi (except

for Er).

CONCLUSION AHD SUHHARY

It is difficult to distinguish between the first proton or neutron

backbend in the xenon and bariums studied. Theoretical calculations

(2)
as well as the bumps in the experimental J -curves do

suggest that these take place around <fC«=Q.4 HeV and are

very close in rotational frequency. The difference is of the same
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order is the; experimental resolution. Calculations show an " . . , ,

origin a f the f i r s t backbends for neutrons and protons.

The «dit* an the odd ceriu.n-isotopes suggests which backbend comes

130 (2)

f i r s t i n Ce. The end of increase of the J f f-values

occurs around -*fia=O. 35 HeV, where a possible backbend caused by

the neutrgns ought to be blocked. The increase ought to be caused by

alignment, hence this confirms the proton nature of the backbend

around ̂ In=O .35 and a neutron origin for the backbend around
1ft:0.50 HeW.

162
The i . neutron orbi ta l is in a l l cases, except for Er, expected

to ciuse « bump in the J -curves in the region of •fi»=!) .55-0.65 HeV.
eTf

For the nuclei with H=TO. 72 the bump is found around ^»=0.6 HeV and in

Ba at a somewhat lower frequency-CiW=O.57. Theoretical calculations indicate

that trie configuration involved consists of in most cases an occupation of the

Ii 3 '^i /? * nQ/z' -orbitals. Another increase of J

is exp«ctetl Higher up in rotational frequency due to two neutrons occupying

the i -orbitals.

162
In the experimental data for Er the f i r s t and second backbend

is see-n »fn\»=0.27 and at4t»=O.4O. These are interpreted as due to

fuï-thetr occupation o-f the i , , f , neutron orbital and h proton
13 / Z I I / Z

alignment.

Th.is a r t i c l e suggest that the method of feeding correction is a powerful

taol -for invest igat ing continuum T rays . For comparing the experimental

data so obtained wi th ca lcu la t ions , the new procedure applied herein is a

step -forward in the understanding of the underlying physical e f fec ts .

Ouanfcitafcively comparisons can then be done in a straightforward manner.
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TABLE I.a

Nucleus (Target)

124Xe (122Sn.

1 2 6B, (120Sn.
126 122

Ba ( Sn)

1 2 7B, (122Sn.

128Ba (122Sn.
128B, (12Se)
129Ce (124Te)

131Ce (12Se)

Gating transitions

4 . 4

4 . 4

2 . 2 — 0

2*. 2 * - 0*

6 — 4 . 4 — 2 . 2 - 0

15/2—11/2*. 23/2—19/2*. 27/2—23/2'

, „ * _ a*. 8 * - 6*. 4 * - 2*. 2 * - 0*
+ + • + • • + •
8 - 6 . 6 - 4 , 4 - 2 . 2 — 0

7/2—5/2*. 9/2—7/2*. 11/2—9/2*. 9/2—5/2!
11/2—9/2*. 13/2—11/2*

11/2—9/2*. 13/2—11/2*. 19/2—15/2*

Nucleus (Target) NMO
exp

TABLE 1-b

Tabled are the relative intensity (I) (relative to Ba for the Sn-tar-

get and to Ce for the Te-target), the number of accepted counts (N) from

the gates in table i.a., multiplicity <H > from a separate measurement
exp

described in the text and the average sum energy with an inclusion of the energy of

the single NaI(Tl) detector <E>. The estimated errors are given in paranthesis,

3 <M > <E>
awn

[MeV]

7.4*

9.5

6.5*

6.8*

7.7*

7.1

8.9

9.0
Estimated from PACE calculation.

122

In the run with the Sn target, one of the five elements of the sum-

spectrometer had a lot lower efficiency, hence the on the average lower

sumenergies <E>.

124
Xe

126
Ba

126
Ba

127
Ba

128
Ba

128Ba

129Ce

131Ce

122
( Sn)
120
( Sn)
122
( Sn)
122
( Sn)
122
( Sn)

(12Se)
(12Se)
(12Se,

49

45

100

45

54

52

46

(6)

(4)

(8)

(7)

(10)

(9)

316

91

360

502

622

179

285

102

14.

20

14.

18.

21.

17.

20.

5
t

B

9

0

5

0

(1

(1

(3

(1

(3

(2

.4)

.6.

.2)

.3.

.0.

.0)



TABLE 2.

The table list the selected configurations in the 6ENITZ-calculation which

supply the Hcnte Carlo calculation with discrete states at high spins.

Nucleus

1 2 4Xe

1 2 6Ba

1 2 8Ba

1 3 0Ce

Shape 1

E2 ' T

.18 42

.23 -120

.16 15

.24 15

Shape

ez •

.32

.33

.33

.33

2

15

1

1

1

Close to yrast
above spin [H]

*44

=36

«34

= 25

TABLE 3.

The table describes the results from a calculation with the code PACE (see

text). The parameters displayed below are: R. the relative cross section in per

cent; <H>. the average multiplicity; <I>, the average spin-, D. the diffuseness

parameter and the limiting spin for having less than 10.5 and 1 Z of the

spindistribution above this spin.

Nucleus(Target) R [Z]

124
Xe!

1 2 6Ba 1

12SBa(

Ba(
128_ ,

Bat
1 2 8BX
1 2 9CX
1 3 1Ce 1

162ErI

1 6 2Er 1

162Er1

152Er(

122
Sn)

1 2 0Sn)

1 2 2Sn)

1 2 2Sn.

1 2 2Sn)

1 2 4Te)

1 2 4Te,

1 2 4Te)

Dy)
161« ,Dy)

161» .Dy)
ISIn .Dy)

7.8

3.5

7.4

28.5

2.5

1.1

15.6

1.4

83

83

85

81

<M:

17

20

13

19

22

12

18

24

10

10

11

11

>

.7

.7

.0

.4

27

33

18

29

36

IB

28

39

11.

11.

12.

12.

[H]

3

4

0

9

D

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

2.

4.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

2

4

0

<10Z

37

41

29

39

45

18.

18.

19.

22.

2

6

9

1

I [H]
< 5Z

39

32

19.9

21.7

25.0

< i;

26

28



TABLE 4.

Listed are the shapes deduced from the GENITZ run with pairing at spin nil. The

first Nilsson orbital that will align in the CSM-calculations is also listed

below. For protons and neutrons, respectively, and with the given initial shapes.



TABLE 5.

The table shows a complementary investigation (to the Honte Carlo calculation
(21

-values) of the possible changes in the configurations that may causeof Jeff
,(2).'bumps* in the J ''-curves. Here all configurations are included as candidates.

These are obtained with the code GENITZ (see text I.They are listed if at least

three transition in (and between) bands with the same signature and parity are

found in a narrow frequency interval.The configurations involved must also be

quite close to the yrast line in the spin region of interest.

I»
[HeVl

.50

= .65

.6 - .7

126
Ba

Configuration 1
and conf. 2

t(h11/2)°X
w(h11/2) X v(h11/2)

X v(hll/2)J

t(h11/2)°X v(h11/2)*

Kh11/2)2X v(hll/2)6(ii3/2)2

[HeV]

. 40

.50

.57

.58

. 6 5

Configuration 1
and conf. 2

w(h11/2)2X

t(h11/2)2X
«(hii/2) X

»(h11/2)2X
»(hU/2)X

»(h11/2) X
•(hii /2) X

2
r(h!1/2) X
I(h11/2KX
»(h11/2) X

v(h11/2)5

v(h11/2)4

v!h11/2l8

v(h11/2)6

v(h9/2 X f7/2)

v(hl l /2)6

vlh9/2 X f7/2)
v(h9/2 X f7/2)

Shape 1 (e ,T) Spin region
Shape 2 [M]

.19

.17

.21

.18

. 1 9

.32

Shape
Shape

IM
 
IM

O
 

U
l

.24

.17

.25

.30

.24

.33

.22

.31

.32

-45
40

-1
50

- 45

12

1 Ie .Tf)
2

-45
60

-50
40

-45
2

-50
1

-35
1
1

22-34

24-32

24-42

high

Spin region
[Ml

20-28

26-36

26-30

26-36

26-38

weak

weak

weak

weak

strong



» •

12Bn
Ba

Kw
[HeV]

.44

.44

.50

.56

.57

.65

.65

Configuration 1
and conf. 2

|X v(hU/2)"
ilhli/îl X v(h11/2)

»(hH/2)Jx ^
f(h11/2)2X vthU/2)

»{h11/2)*X w(h11/2)6

tthii /2) X v(h9/2 X f7/2) U13/2)

JX v(h11/2)
«(Ml /2) X vth11/2J

X v(h11/2)6

X v(h9/2 X f7/2)
1 0

*(H11/2J3X
v(h11/2)

X f7/2) 'U13/2»

2 v(h9/2 X
f(h1l/2) X v(h9/2 X f7/2)

Shape
Shape

.26

.18

.18

.18

.18

.34

.18

.15

.17

.34

.33

.34

.18

.34

1 te .1
2

-45
15

20
-20

15
2

-20
50

30
2

3
2

-20

2

I Spin region

20-26

20-26

24-34

26-36

28-36

30-40

28-38

weak

strong



TEXT TO THE FIGURES:

Fig.1.

a) A Ge(Li) spectrum from the DyU.xn) reaction (obtained by gating on

the sum energy spectrum in fig. I.b.). The strong peaks belongs to transitions

IEZ 161
in Er. The arrows indicate the most intense transitions in Er.

b) A sun energy spectrum with the Dy target used,

128

c) A sum energy spectrum of Ba (obtained after gating on the discrete

peaks belonging to transitions in Ba in the Ge(Li) spectrum). A Te

target was used.
128

d) An unfolded NaI(Tl) spectrum of Ba (obtained in the same way as
in I.e.).

128
e) A difference spectrum from Ba-gates.

f) A difference spectrum from Xe-gates.

Fig.2.

207
Response functions from measurements with three different t sources. Bi.

60 24

Co and N=i (solid lines shifted with 100, 50 and 0 units, respectivelyi.

A Ge(Li) detector in coincidence with a NaI(Tl) detector has been utilized to

create the response functions of crays with energies of 0.57. 1.33 and 2.75

HeV. After the unfolding procedure has been applied, only the photopeak should

remain. The squares indicate the actual distribution after the unfolding proce-

dure, normalized to a maximal height of 100 units.

Xe. The circles and squares are obtained

with two different gates on the sum energy spectrum with pertinent average mul-

tiplicity <H>«19 and 22. The solid line connecting the circles is only to

guide the eye. The error bars associated with the circles are obtained from a



Honte Carlo calculation of the statistical errors in the initial "raw" spect-

rum. A common nuclear temperature has been used in the subtraction of the sta-

tistical f rays. The arrow indicate the frequency of the known first back-

124
bend in Xe.

Fig.*.

The calculated values of J for Xe are displayed as solid lines.The line

with the highest values above "Sw=O-S has a pertinent <M>=22. The other line

has <H>=J7. Experimental values (circles) are shown for comparison. The error

bars are calculated with a individual nuclear temperature for each gate, to be

compared with figure 3.

Fig.5.

Experimental J -values for Ba obtained in two different reactions:

i) after emission of six neutrons in the reaction C beam on a Sn target

with <H>=20 (circles), ii) after emission of eight neutrons with a Sn target

with <H>*1T (squares). The experimental J1. .-values (diamonds) are disp-

oa no

layed for comparison. The arrows indicate the frequencies of the known back-

bends.

J'"-values for Ba (with a Sn target) as obtained from two

different gates on the sum energy spectrum, the first one at medium sumenergy,

<H>=J9.E. (circles) and the second one at approximately twice the medium sum

energy, <H>=23.3. (inverted triangles). The error bars are calculated using a

conaon nuclear temperature in the subtraction of the statistical f rays in

the unfolded HaI(Tl) spectra. The arrows indicate the frequencies of the known

backbends.

Fig.7.



The calculated values of 3 . for Ba with <M>*15. displayed as a solid

line. Experimental values front figure 6 are shown for eomparision, <H>~20,

(circles).

Fig.8.

Experimental J values for Ba using a C beam on the Sn target with

<H>=16.5 (squares) and <M>=25.5 (circles).

Fig.9.

Experimental J for Ba as obtained in two different reactions: after

122 12 ' 2* 12

Sn( C.6n) (squares) with <M>=16.5 and Tel C.a4n) (circles) with <M>=20.6.

Error bars are calculated utilizing an individual temperature in the statisti-

cal subtraction for the reaction channel with the lowest number of events (see

cable t.trl. The measured values of J. . (diamonds) are displayed
band

for comparison. The arrows indicate the frequencies of the known backbends.

Fig.10.

The calculated values of 3 f f for Ba are displayed as a solid line.

<M>=19. Experimental values.<M>=16.5 (squares) and <M>=20.i (filled squares)

are shown for comparison.

Fig.11.

Experimental J values for Ce (circles) and for Ce (squares).

The average multiplicities are U.0.20.4 (filled circles) and 17.1. A Te

target was used. The arrows indicate the frequencies of the known backbends in

130
Ce (see text).

Fig.12.

The calculated values of J for Ce. The upper curve for values above

•fi«=0.* has a pertinent <H>=22. The lower line has <H>=15. The arrows indicate



130
the frequencies of the known backbends in Ce (see text).

Fig.13.

Experimental J versus "fini for Er. The squares, triangles and circles

are obtained with three different gates on the sum energy spectrum with perti-

nent average multiplicities <M>=6.10 and U , respectively
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